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F. Scott Hess
koplindelrio.com/content/f-scott-hess
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F. Scott Hess grew up in a small 
Wisconsin town, graduating from the 
UW-Madison in 1977. He lived in Vienna 
in 1978 to 1984, attending the Academy 
of Fine Arts.  In 1979 Hess had his first 
solo exhibition in Vienna, quickly 
followed by exhibitions in Austria, 
Germany and France. In 1984 Hess 
moved to his current home of Los 
Angeles. His work is included in public 
collections around the world, and he is a 
recipient of the WESTAF award, a J. 
Paul Getty Museum Fellowship, and a 
National Endowment for the Arts Visual 
Arts Fellowship. His massive six-year 
project, The Paternal Suit, opened in 
2012 at the Halsey Institute in 
Charleston, SC, and travels to the 
Mobile Museum of Art (2013) and the 
Long Beach Museum of Art (2014). 
Hess is represented by Hirschl and 
Adler Modern in New York and Koplin 
Del Rio Gallery in Los Angeles.

Learning the Language of Water 2013
oil on canvas 
31 x 40 1/2 inches





Matthew Hittinger
www.matthewhittinger.com
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MOVABLE MOUND MUSIC

boots crunch snow

a gallery of mounds : salt pile	 	 	 	      a fence dug up from a tree line
	 compost pyre the tangled chicken 	 stands against the snow scaffold
wire catacomb prototype crypt         underwire papier-mâché mountain

flute sliver in the slate

a gallery of pillars : limbless	 	 	               two posts like wrists the paneled
	 tree trunk fence post poplar	 	 	 grid a pair of folded hands a finger
with a wire halo a barbed vine	 	 	 	      tangle goldenrod blue black earth

patch a viola hums down

where they meet : burning trash
heap a crackle and a cackle
flame wick bank and beam

the wire current blank

a transparent quilt hum diamond	 	 	   tongues a measured grid stillness
	 wave brick by block until a man		  a man in motion : arrested counter
enters that charged matrix electric	 	            pose bent stand roll close

sky slivers cloud bolts

shape the upside down hanger	 	 	 	   up of all the countenances it takes
	 hips the curled question mark hook	    to enter or leave this world collage
mouths a nose fingers an ear	 	 	 	   caught kneed empty bleed repeat

rolling snow thunder

Matthew  Hittinger is the author of the poetry 
collection  Skin Shift  (Sibling Rivalry Press, 
2012) and three previous chapbooks. His work 
has appeared in many jou rna ls and 
anthologies, including Best New Poets  2005, 
and has been adapted into art songs in a 
number of composer collaborations.  Matthew 
lives and works in New York City.

Photo credit: Maeghan Donohue
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Jennifer Cronin
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Jennifer Cronin was born and 
raised in Oak Lawn, Illinois. She 
attended the University of Illinois 
at Urbana-Champaign, where she 
earned a BFA in painting and art 
education, while also pursuing her 
interest in psychology. During this 
time, she developed an interest in 
psychological dramas that present 
themselves within domestic 
spaces. This interest eventually 
became the subject of her 
paintings. As the capstone of her 
education, she studied painting at 
Camberwell College of Art in 

London, completing her education in March of 2009. Since graduating, 
Cronin has exhibited widely in Chicago galleries, including 33 
Contemporary Gallery and Elephant Room Gallery.  She currently lives in 
Chicago, and continues to paint in her studio at the Fine Arts Building. 

Untitled (Customer Service)
oil on canvas

36 x 60 inches



Elizabeth Szymczak
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Elizabeth’s parents emigrated from Poland to 
Chicago, where she grew up in the northern suburbs. 
Her parents found artistic enrichment an important 
aspect of their rearing, so she was immersed with arts 
and culture at a very early age, where she excelled 
and knew that she would have an art-related career. 
Szymczak attended the University of Wisconsin-
Whitewater for her undergraduate degree, where she 
studied studio art, art education, and dance. Her work 
is included in the permanent collection of the 
university.

Upon graduation, Elizabeth continued painting, 
e x h i b i t i n g , c o o r d i n a t i n g , p e r f o r m i n g a n d 
choreographing, in addition to teaching full time. 
Szymczak is a leader, and has experience in initiating 
ideas from the ground up. She has made significant 
contributions and has played various leadership roles 
within arts education. For example, she originated of 
the Illinois Art Education Association member’s online 
gallery, which celebrates the artist-teacher and will 
hopefully inspire art educators to create. She recently 
completed her Master of Fine Arts in representational 
figure painting from the Academy of Art University in 
San Francisco. Elizabeth has put her time in the 
dance studio on hold so that she devote more time 
and energy to her art career. She is currently 
exploring ways to fuse her passion for dance into her 
artwork.

Repose
oil on canvas

30 x 24 inches

http://ilaea.org/
http://ilaea.org/


Patrick Earl Hammie
patrickearlhammie.com
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Patrick Earl Hammie is a visual artist working primarily with themes related to identity, gender politics and race. He 
received his BA from South Carolina’s Coker College and his MFA in painting from the University of Connecticut. 
Hammie currently serves as an Assistant Professor at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, and has 
lectured at the Wadsworth Atheneum Museum of Art and the William Benton Museum of Art. His work has been 
featured in publications including Studio Visit (2010) and PoetsArtists (2012). In 2009 he was an artist in residence 
at Wellesley College, supported by  the Alice C. Cole Fellowship in Studio Arts. In 2011 he was an artist in 
residence at the John Michael Kohler Art Center, supported by an award from Alliance of Artists Communities. He 
has exhibited in galleries and museums throughout the U.S. and abroad including Kunst in Der Carlshutte in 
Germany, Dakshina Chitra Gallery in India, Manifest Creative Research Gallery in Ohio and The Painting Center in 
New York. He’s been a visiting artist at venues including Alfred University, Skidmore College, Purdue University 
and University  of North Carolina Wilmington. Hammie has received several awards including the Midwestern 
Voices and Visions Award, the Tanne Foundation Award, an Award of Excellence from the Zhou B. Art Center in 
Chicago and a Dave Bown Projects Award.

Platforms 2010-12 oil on canvas 68 x 210 inches



Grace Cavalieri

Grace Cavalieri is presently trying to get her play ANNA NICOLE: BLONDE GLORY on stage after the 2011 hurricane closed 
it down on opening  night in NYC. Grace is  also writing  poems about her past, THE HOT DOG FACTORY is a sample, for a 
book of poetry Memoirs. She has also finally gotten her rescue cat to eat wet cat food instead of dry food for his kidneys. 
The latter project took more creative energy than making Art.

The Hot Dog Factory, 1937
Of course now children take it for granted but once

we watched boxes on a conveyor belt, sliding by,

magically filled and closed, packed and wrapped.

We couldn’t get enough of it, running alongside the machine.

In kindergarten Miss Haynes walked our class down

Stuyvesant Avenue, then up Prospect  Street 

to the hot dog factory. Only the girls got to go 

as the boys were too wild.

We stood in line, wiggling with excitement as the man

talked about how they made hot dogs, then he handed us

one, and Jan dropped hers, so I broke mine in half.

This was the happiest day of our lives,

children whose mothers didn’t drive, and had nowhere 

to go but school and home, to be taken to that street

to watch the glittering steel and shining rubber belts moving,

moving meats, readymade.  I wish I could talk with Jan,  

recalling the miracle and thrill of the hot dog factory,

 when she was alive, before it all stopped—

bright lights, glistening motors,  spinning wheels.   
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Victoria Selbach
victoriaselbach.com
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Victoria Selbach is a New York contemporary realist focusing 
on light and shadow as it emanates from and dances over 
the human form. Selbach’s work manifests what the light 
reveals and allows the shadows to hint at all that lies beyond 
our current understanding. In the stillness of one moment 
Selbach attempts to capture the culmination of energy, 
movement of emotion and turmoil as it spirals into resolution. 
The canvas holds that one moment, caught in time, still 
vibrating with the past yet on the cusp of unfolding into the 
future. Additional work by Victoria Selbach can be viewed at 
Dacia Gallery in NYC and at www.victoriaselbach.com.

Nina1 acrylic on linen 38 x 26 inches framed

http://www.victoriaselbach.com
http://www.victoriaselbach.com
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Nick Ward is a figurative painter and 
printmaker. Originally from a small town 
outside Portland Oregon, Nick currently 
resides and paints in the Distillery, a 
former rum distillery turned artist haven, 
and the hub of the young and vibrant art 
scene in Boston. Nick was recently 
awarded an Elizabeth Greenshields 
Foundation grant for painting.

When approaching a painting, my focus is on the subjects: how 
they interrelate, how they portray themselves, and most 
importantly, how  they make me feel. For this reason, I choose 
everyday people from my life as models. Equal attention is given 
to long relationships and fleeting glances; actual experiences are 
treated the same as invented encounters. The images are my 
memories – real or imagined – of these subjects. For this piece I 
wanted to explore the distance that can grown between two 
people in what should be a very close connected moment. I split 
the couple onto two panels, showing the same scene from each 
persons separate point of view, allowing each subject to have 
his or her own moment of  quiet reflection.

Nina1 acrylic on linen 38 x 26 inches framed

Nick Ward

Relationship Study #4 2013
oil on canvas
two panels
each 36 wide by 66 tall



Blaine Bradford
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Blaine Bradford is an 
artist, adjunct instructor 
and administrator at the 
School of art at Northern 
I l l i n o i s U n i v e r s i t y.  
O r i g i n a l l y f r o m 
Charlevoix, Michigan, 
Mr. Bradford began his 
interdisciplinary studies 
a t M i c h i g a n S t a t e 
Universi ty in digi tal 
design, studio arts and 
wr i t ing. Later, af ter 
fifteen years of working 
in digital media, his 

creative interest embraced painting where he completed his 
Master of Fine Arts at NIU in 2011. 

Focusing his attention on the “trappings of the external 
world” and accessing personal freedom in a contemporary 
society, many of Mr. Bradford’s paintings conceptualize the 
ideas 19th century French Philosopher, Henri Bergson, 
theorized over 100 years ago that are even more relevant 
today. Bergson expressed these ideas best when he stated, 
“[W]e live inside ourselves, hardly perceiving anything of 
ourselves but our own ghost, a colorless shadow which pure 
duration projects into homogeneous space. Hence our life 
unfolds in space rather than in time; we live for the external 
world rather than for ourselves: we speak rather than think; 
we ‘are acted’ rather than act ourselves.” It is this thematic 
thread that continues to weave throughout his work.

Existentialist on the Prairie 2013
oil on canvas 

65 x 65 inches



Diego Quiros
www.diegoquiros.com

Diego Quiros was born in Havana in 1962, spent his early childhood in Spain and traveled to the United States by himself at age 10.  As a teenager he was drawn to photography. He was fascinated 
with the inner workings of the camera, and how the combination of mundane things such as optics, electronics and chemicals would come together to produce something sublime such as the image 
of a sunrise, the expression of a kiss, or forever hold the memory of a loved one. He learned to develop black and white and color film, and eventually set up a dark room at home before graduating 
from High School. His interest in chemistry, optics and electronics led him to study physics and math, which eventually led to a degree in engineering in 1988.

His photographs have been featured in the Miami New Times, Google Earth, and Schmap Miami. He has taken part on solo and collaborative installations at Books and Books, Deering Estate, and 
the Palmetto Bay Village Center.

Diego is also an accomplished writer, he published a collection of poems under the title “Alchetry” in 2009. The book had a run of 500 copies, which were mostly sold at local bookstores and online. 
He has also read his poetry on public radio, and at various local venues.
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GOTHAM
24x36 on Aluminum, silver gloss finish

http://www.diegoquiros.com
http://www.diegoquiros.com


Diego Quiros
www.diegoquiros.com
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Backpacking in Church
I don’t believe man can walk on water.
I believe in gravity.
The strange force in air
that pulls together all matter.
Hearts and lips can attest to this.

I don’t believe water becomes wine.
I believe in miracles.
One invisible oxygen atom,
two invisible hydrogen atoms
combining into three states of matter.

I don’t believe breads multiply.
I believe in division.
When a man will shred his
bread in pieces to nourish
the hungry.

…and here I am, an insignificant man
with a backpack and a tent
sitting across the fire
in a hardwood forest
looking up at a dome of jewels.

Who cares about heaven or hell
or sermons or punishment?
I’d rather be buried in the
beauty of this landscape
than to waste a life being born again.

The flames merge together
and separate like lover’s
bodies reclaiming their boundaries
after love. The fog rolls in 
like a floating church.

I hear the wolves howl in the distance.
From now on, I shall call this prayer.

Bougainvillea
Like pink fire that lit itself overnight,
the Bougainvillea flaunts its blaze
out of vacuum and nothingness
like a small big bang in the universe of trees.

And God, so pleased with the bloom of color
grants it an armor of needles and barbs
to restrain temptations of the hand to touch
or the heart to own, by means of blood.

Sometimes a man will slip. Ignore the visible
signs of splintery bark, wooden spurs…
hold the Bougainvillea to his chest and
realize the thorns are meant for the heart not hand.

There are always two voices speaking…
one that says stay away,
one that says those thorns are meant for everyone
else except you.

To Drive the Cold Winter Away
The old book that belonged to my grandmother’s 
grandfather’s mother is falling apart. 
The spine is cracked; the leather is worm
eaten, and the vellum pages, written in whatever
language, Italian, German or Mayan are barely legible. 

What is most startling, is that it has lasted
so long in this wretched condition.
My memories as a child: it was kept wrapped
in hard protective plastic, just like the cheap sofa
and chairs at my uncle’s home in little Havana.

It is cold in Miami tonight. The pets and orchids 
have been brought in just like the news suggested.
It is too damn forty-seven degree cold
to drive to the hardware store for firewood
or rescue newspapers from the trash.

Fire.

It is amazing how paper burns
no matter how new or how old.
Fifty shades of whatever, burns equally
warm  as this old worm eaten Guttenberg
vellum book with gilded letters.

http://www.diegoquiros.com
http://www.diegoquiros.com


Rory Coyne
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Rory Coyne is emerging as a leader among a group of dedicated painters working in the 
contemporary allegorical realist movement. He entered school with an inclination toward 
illustration but after a single painting class his dedication for painting has only continued to grow. 
He began serious study of classical master works at SUNY Fredonia, where he earned his 
undergraduate degree in 2003. He then entered the graduate program at the University of New 
Mexico where he continued exploring and developing his love for classical, figurative technique, 
while also pursuing teaching. After receiving his Masters of Fine Art in 2007 he moved to 
Chicago where he still keeps his studio.

While Rory has always worked in a narrative tradition, while earning his degrees the influence of 
myth, fable, and allegory on his work became more and more important, giving rise to a very 
particular kind of grandiose story telling that he pursues in his daily studio practice.
Rory’s work is represented by FM* Gallery in Chicago, IL.

A Better Companion oil on linen 78" x 42"



Jason John
www.jasonjohnart.com

Jason John is currently represented by The Principle Gallery in Alexandria, VA.  Jason’s work can also be seen at WWA Gallery in Los Angeles, 
CA and Sylvia White Gallery in Ventura, CA.  Recently Jason was inducted into the Museum of Realist Art in Boston, MA.  Jason’s work has 
been on the front covers of Blue Canvas Magazine, Art Calendar, PoetsArtists and Visual Arts Overture Magazine.  His work has been featured 
in American Arts Quarterly, American Art Collector Magazine, Manifest Gallery’s International Painting books 1,2, and 3, Studio Visit Magazine, 
Creative Quarterly Magazine and Aesthetica Magazine.  Jason John is presently assistant professor of painting at University of North Florida. 

She is almost there oil on canvas 18" x 36"
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Francien Krieg

The paintings of Francien Krieg are surprising and contemporary images of the human body. 
Sometimes it is dramatic and then it is funny, but what connects al of these images is the huge 
fascination this artist has for the human body. Already this obsession showed in her early academic 
period, were she made sculptures of flesh, and skins .She wanted to show with these installations  
the absurdity of the human body. She experiences her own body like a bizarre object which keeps 
surprising and frustrating her, she wanted to make the viewer also more aware of their body. From 
this thought she started to paint the body from 1998 till now.
She showed this absurdity by showing the body from all different angles which gave a strange 
perspective effect.The last years she paints women who are not part of the controlling beauty image: 
fat ladies, old wrinkled ladies with hanging breasts, its beauty lays in the fact that it is pure and real, 
these images often make people feel uncomfortable because it is something most people don’t want 
to see. Confronting and inevitability that is what Krieg’s work is about.

In her eyes oil on canvas 120 x 80 cm
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Kathleen Kirk

Kathleen Kirk is the poetry editor for Escape Into Life, an international online magazine of the 
arts. She studied Poetry and Political Philosophy at Kenyon College, where she received the 
Propper Prize for Poetry and the Sutcliffe Award for English, and earned her Masters in Writing 
from DePaul University in Chicago, where, as a graduate assistant, she was associate editor of 
Poetry East. She taught at DePaul University and Lincoln College and has taught or facilitated 
community workshops in poetry for many years, currently arranging poetry readings in response 
to exhibits at the McLean County Museum of History in Bloomington, Illinois.  Kathleen was a co-
editor of RHINO Magazine for a decade and facilitated RHINO workshops at the Normal Public 
Library after she moved from Chicago to Normal. Her work appears in numerous print and online 
journals, including Arsenic Lobster,Confrontation, Menacing Hedge, Poems & Plays, Spoon River 
Poetry Review, and The Museum of Americana.   She is the author of four poetry chapbooks, 
most recently Nocturnes (Hyacinth Girl Press, 2012), which contains several ekphrastic poems.  
Frequently nominated for the Pushcart Prize, Kathleen won the 2010 Willow ReviewPoetry Award and the 2011 Ekphrasis 
Award from Ekphrasis Journal, which specializes in poetry that responds to visual art.   She also works as an actor and 
scriptwriter for Illinois Voices Theatre, bringing back the honored dead and celebrating the history makers of today.
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Portrait of a Woman on the First Day of the Rest of Her Life
At first, there is still motion
at the edges, vibration of line at her cheek,

contrast of color as her brown sleeve
flinches in the pale blue air.

She crosses the street; canopies go up
on white poles for the farmers’ market:

rows of red tomatoes,
white-handled paper bags stuffed with peaches,

green baskets of small potatoes
in shades of red and brown

and three white saucers of potatoes halved
to show the flesh: white, yellow, or blue.

Details dab impressionistically into the corner of her eye
as she heads back to work after her 15 minutes.

A breeze too thick to cool
presses dents and shadows 

onto the bright blue canopy cloth.  
Strands of her hair are as white

as the metal supports, tabletops, a broken knot 
of garlic beside ginger root and red onion.

A steel clarity to her gray-blue eyes,
her lower lip trembles.

And then it stops: smudge of mauve
on oval of blended white.

At the Piano
My father asked how often I play now,
remembering me at the piano.
“Not often,” I answered, then tried to say why

but it was like trying to lay flat the pages
of a book of songs while keeping the melody going
with one hand, or watching the sheet music slip off

in the breeze of a door opening
and closing again, something invisible passing 
through and pulling shut with the click of a latch.

Sometimes when I have the evening to myself
I flick on the piano light and play
three or four measures in joy before the sorrow

arrives, left hand, bass clef.  I close up the music,
twist the light back off, and turn away
from the chamber of soft hammers I’ve built in my heart.



Judith Peck
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Shelter 2013
oil on board 
24x18 inches 

Judith Peck is honored to be in several 
issues of PoetsArtists, as well as feature 
articles in many publications such as 
American Art Collector Magazine, The 
Artist’s Magazine, and Combustus 13 
Magazine. A graduate of the George 
Washington University with a degree in fine 
arts, she has exhibited her work in venues 
nationwide including Target Gallery in 
Alexandria, Virginia where she won the 
juror’s award, Aqua Art Miami and the Hoyt 
Institute of Fine Arts in New Castle, 
Pennsylvania. She has recently received 
the Strauss Fellowship Grant from Fairfax 
County, Virginia. Represented by Meyer Metro Gallery in Houston, Texas 
Judith Peck’s work is collected internationally.   

Beginning a painting for the show from Motion to Stillness, I had the idea to paint an image that 
the viewer might find calming.  What I typically find exciting is figurative work that offers a 
gateway to the human interior bonding the viewer with empathy to the painting.  So I thought if  the 
subject posed in a calm setting, and I painted with soothing colors as well as brush strokes, had the 
model look away, emerging from darkness, the painting itself  might trigger restfulness in the viewer.  



Cesar Conde

Cesar Conde is a Filipino-
American artist whose work 
is a series of reflections from 
his own experience. They 
a re pho to documen ts , 
timepieces stamped on film, 
paper, and canvas. These 
m o m e n t s m o v e d h i m 
towards the direction of 
social consciousness and 
action.

These works are celebration 
of Humani ty. They are 
homage to the oppressed, to 
t h e b e g g a r s h e c a l l s 
"Saints", to women who still 
suffer inequity and most of injustices in this post-modern, post-colonial, 
still  "Patriarchal" world, to children who are trapped in the cycle of 
poverty, to the marginalized, the forgotten, the neglected, the 
unspoken. They are his Big Heroes. They are his Gurus, Teachers, and 
Saints. 

Cesar studied at Angel Academy of Art in Florence, Italy with John 
Michael Angel , who was an apprentice for Pietro Annigoni. Also, with 
Master Painter of Technique Mixte, Patrick Betaudier in his atelier in 
France. Cesar’s old master influences are  Carravaggio, Rehmbrant, 
and Goya. He resides in Chicago and continues to paint in his atelier in 
the West Loop.
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She’s The One Way Who Got Away 2012
Technique Mixte

36”hx144”h (dhyptic – 2 panels)



Steven DaLuz
Steven DaLuz is a versatile artist who is compelled to do work that 
conjures up a sense of mystery and ethereal light, whether figurative 
or abstract. His interests are evenly split between the two. While 
identified with abstract works that are often landscape-referential—
employing a process he devised using metal leaf, oil, and mixed 
media, he is also known for figurative works that are poetic and 
introspective. He began using the term, "Neo-Luminsim" in 2009 to 
classify his work using this process.  His paintings often reflect upon 
primal questions about origins, the expressive beauty of the human 
figure, and the sublime.

Born in Hanford, California, Steve’s art studies were interrupted by a 
decision to serve as a medic during the Vietnam War era after just 
one semester at San Antonio College.  While serving in the Air Force, 
he completed a BA degree in Social Psychology, and an MA degree 
in Management.  Throughout, he remained devoted to making art in 
his free time. After living 13 years in other countries, Steve retired 

from the Air Force, and re-engaged his lifelong passion for art by resuming his studies at San Antonio 
College, where he completed an AAS in Graphic Design. He completed the Bachelor of Fine Arts 
Degree in 2003, with a concentration in painting from the University of Texas at San Antonio. The City 
of San Antonio’s Fiesta Commission selected DaLuz’s painting, “Dance of Fiesta” for its official Fiesta 
Poster for 2007. He was selected for acceptance into both the 2009 and 2011 Biennales in Florence, 
Italy, and his works have been published in art periodicals, such as American Art Collector, Fine Art 
Connoisseur, The Artists, Professional Artist, and PoetsArtists magazine, where he received the cover 
for the Nov 2009 Issue.  His "Watchers" exhibition in San Antonio sold out on opening night in 2011. He 
recently had two works selected for publication in the book, Strokes of Genius 3:  The Best of Drawing,  
released in 2011. DaLuz was invited by California Lutheran University  to exhibit in March 2013 with 
renowned figurative artists David Jon Kassan, Jeremy Lipking, Tony Pro, Alexey Steele and others.  His 
self-portraits were accepted into the 2011 and 2012 National Self-Portrait Exhibitions at 33 
Contemporary Gallery in Chicago, IL. Naming his “72” exhibition one of San Antonio’s Best exhibits for 
2008, Dan Goddard, San Antonio Express-News Art Critic, called the artwork, “…perhaps the city’s 
most creative response yet to 9-11.” He donates artwork and portions of proceeds from sales of his 
work to benefit many charitable causes. His works have been exhibited at the Museum of 
Contemporary Art, in Skopje, Macedonia, Artists Space, New York, NY, and many other commercial 
and university galleries.  Widely collected, DaLuz's drawings and paintings are represented in private 
and corporate collections in 19 States and several foreign countries. Some of the corporate collectors 
of his work include: Citicorp Headquarters, Houston, Texas; Methodist Hospital-Stone Oak, San 
Antonio; Schell, Mitchell & Cooley, LLP, Dallas; Hermann Memorial Ambulatory  Center, Houston; 
Hermann Memorial Southwest Vascular Institute, Houston; Orthopedic Specialists of Texas, Sugar 
Land, TX; and many others. 

His work is represented by Mill Fine Art in Santa Fe, New Mexico, AnArte Gallery in San Antonio, 
Texas, Laura Rathe Fine Art in Houston, and Dallas Texas, and the Marshall-LeKae Gallery in 
Scottsdale, Arizona.
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Becoming 2013
oil and metal leaf on panel

60" x 46"



Karen Kaapcke
www.karenkaapcke.weebly.com

Karen Kaapcke is a contemporary 
artist based in New York City whose 
work merges her strong classical 
training with modern narrative and 
formal concerns.  She has won many 
awards, most recently First Place at 
the Portrait Society of America for a 
self portrait. Her work has been 
discussed in several publications 
including The Huffington Post, 
American Artist, International Artist 
and American Arts Quarterly, and is 
included in many private collections 
in America and France.   

Karen maintains studios both in New 
York City and in France, where she 
spends each summer along with her 
family.  She teaches individuals and 
small groups out of her studio, and 
has also taught workshops – with an 
upcoming Self Portrait workshop this 
February at the Hampton Artist 
Studios on Long Island.  She also 
taught for several years with Parsons 
School of Design and the Crosby 
Street Painting Studio.  Her work has 
been widely exhibited and has been 
included in numerous museum 
shows.

The History of Solitude 15x20 (framed) oil on panel

Hat 9x11 (framed) oil on panel

http://www.karenkaapcke.weebly.com
http://www.karenkaapcke.weebly.com


Daniel Maidman

Daniel Maidman is a painter who applies a classical grounding to a 
contemporary sensibility. His art has been shown in group  and solo shows in 
Manhattan, and in juried exhibitions in DC, California, Ohio, Missouri, and 
Oregon. It was selected by the Saatchi Gallery to be displayed at Gallery  Mess 
in London, and has been exhibited at the Alden B. Dow Museum of Science 
and Art. His art and writing on art have been featured in ARTnews, American 
Art Collector, International Artist, PoetsArtists, Manifest, The Artist’s Magazine, 
The New York Optimist, and the publishing arm of SUNY-Potsdam. He blogs for 
The Huffington Post. His writing on Da Vinci is currently taught at DePaul 
University and Roosevelt University.

His paintings range from the figure and portraiture, to still lives and landscapes, 
to investigations of machinery, architecture, and microflaura. His images 
occupy a spectrum from high rendering to almost total abstraction.

His work is included in numerous private collections, among them those of New 
York Magazine senior art critic Jerry  Saltz, Chicago collector Howard Tullman, 
best-selling novelist China Miéville, Disney senior vice president Jackson 
George, and author Kathleen Rooney. He is represented by Dacia Gallery  in 
New York. His paintings can be found at www.danielmaidman.com. His writing 
on art is collected at www.danielmaidman.blogspot.com. He lives and paints in 
Greenpoint, Brooklyn.
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Emma Twice 2009
oil on canvas

48" x 48"

http://www.danielmaidman.com
http://www.danielmaidman.com
http://www.danielmaidman.blogspot.com
http://www.danielmaidman.blogspot.com


Paul Beel
Paul Beel has been drawing and painting since the 
age of four. In second grade a little girl saw his 
drawing, and said “you’re an artist!!” and other 
children gathered around to see what he’d done.  At 
age 11 he was learning oil painting, and studied 
portraiture in his late teens; a craft he was planning to 
make his career.  At college his attention focused on 
narrat ive paint ing, complet ing a ser ies of 
contemporary “history-style” paintings.  From the 
multiple figured compositions of undergraduate years, 
he then dedicated the next 17 years mainly to single 
figure compositions, becoming known in Italy for his 
“d isquieted youths in a vaguely menacing 
environment”. During these years in Italy he was 
represented by Bonelli Arte Contemporanea.

The painter is now focusing on large group-portraits 
painted live in public places, building from his experience painting nudists on a 
secluded beach in Greece with the aid of the National Portrait Gallery’s BP Portrait 
travel Award. His current project is being painted on a moving public transport train in 
London.

His work has been acquired by major collectors and is included in several permanent 
public collections and museums.  

Paul is currently represented by Gofigurative Gallery, London. In his free time, Paul 
enjoys dancing and watching TV.
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Spiritual rubber glove 2003 - 2013
oil on fine linen

8" x 23"



Harry Sudman

On an ideological level my recent work reflects how individuals create identity through culture and fashion. The choice of  fashion and the composition are intended  to create judgment from 
the viewer. This judgment can be positive or negative depending on each individual's set of  beliefs. In the context of  formal painting, the pieces are created to reflect motion through the use 
of  the subject as forms in space placed in minimal environments. While these paintings are executed in the style of  traditional realistic oil painting, the compositions and use of  panels are 
often influenced in structure by postmodern abstraction and thought.
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11:18pm – 2:20am 2013 
oil on four panels 

74” x 28”  

Harry Sudman was born in 1957 and has lived 
most of his life in Chicago, Illinois. In the late 
1970’s he studied under master painter Patrick 
Betaudier at the Atelier Neo Medici in Paris 
France. There he mastered traditional realistic 
technique which have been a springboard to a 
variety of styles.

He presently exhibits his work at 33Collective Gallery and 
Rosenthal Fine Art in Chicago.  In the past he has exhibited 
internationally at “F.I.A.C “ Grande Palais Paris France, Art Expo 
Chicago, and most recently at a group  exhibition at the Museo 
Regionale Di Scienze Naturali in Turin Italy. Sudman has also 
exhibited nationally  in such cities as New York, Los Angeles, 
and New Orleans.



William Stobb
williamstobb.blogspot.com
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Arriving at Christ Over Rio

Papier mache lizard head clown shoes and foil.
Program container—this will help: triple beers.

In the legend, the quiet one peels away her
jeans, expectations already tweaked.

Look, the tip says every morning in the mirror: beautiful! 
Each one’s a cover, like a shade on the floor out the door.

I don’t want to hear this, Carlos.  You’re eighty-six.
Papas fritas.  Especial Fish.  Get the fuck out.  You’re eighty-six. 

It’s set up for your approval
while Francois and Derek get up

in his face, snow piled to the beams, abuses to prime.
You’ll think your daughter feels weird

but she’ll think she’s fine.
Two especial fish pepper steak papas fritas.

We can record it and put it on YouTube. 
Piles of garbage picked through by artists

whose sick views reward careful study.
Future bright day in the yard.

Potatoes in a yellow bowl, yellow ball
over-inflated, overhead, overborne upon you

so that carrying the watermelon your face became
a saint’s face like blank, encircled, a little past

Christ on a map of Rio.

Of Birth and Panama
 
Pairs of what you wish and what you know
Fledged cardinal chirping in the ivy
 
The unbreakable commitment broken
The world born anew, pears
 
Sliced in toast crumbs on the counter
Without words like anew, fractured
 
Screen pattern that never repeats, some slippage
In the harnessing: to paint horses
 
In underwater caves and how to fashion
Leather: mysterious ancient substance, crying and
 
Shrugging: a history to be borne
Through canals of birth and Panama, the rock
 
Song, performed with car sex lyrics
At a retirement home, a mascot with a mask
 
And an ascot for your sex life, flour
In five pound bags shot with a shotgun
 
On Independence Day, scouring rainforest
For the banana bread lady
 
Everyone blink six millennia
To sleep perchance to peep 

William Stobb is the author of five 
poetry collections, including two in the 
Penguin Poets series, Absentia (2011) 
and Nervous Systems (2007).  His 
electronic chapbook, Pointless 
Channel, appears as part of the MiPO 
chapbook series.  Stobb lives in La 
Crosse, Wisconsin, where he works on 
the faculty at the University of 
Wisconsin, La Crosse, and on the 
editorial staff of the Minneapolis based 
literary magazine, Conduit.  He serves 
as incoming chair of the Wisconsin Poet 
Laureate Commission.



Jennifer Koe

Jennifer Koe is a photographer living in North Carolina. Her work has appeared in MiPOesias, iArtistas, the Rare Earth Exhibit, and Muscular Development 
Magazine. She photographs a variety of subjects, but has a special interest in still life, portraits, abstract landscapes, and macro photography. 
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Lena 2012 digital photograph 



Richard J. Frost

R i c h a r d J . F r o s t , 
Graduated from Otis/
Parsons Art Institute 
with a BFA in 1991.

Born in Brooklyn to a 
dysfunctional family in 
the middle of the 20th 
century, escaped from 
the heat (in more ways 
then one) from Florida 
in the late 70's to the 
gloriously insane city of 
Los Angeles, and yes.. 
he survived.

A figurative portrait 
pa inter who works 
mostly in acrylic. He 
does his best when he 
paints the absurdities 
a r o u n d h i m . H i s 
influences are Coney 
Island, Mad Magazine, Otto  Dix, Lucian Freud, Norman Rockwell, Rock and 
Roll and Life. Frost's work has been in galleries around the USA and Rome.
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Untitled 2013
acrylic on canvas

16" x 20"



Brian Glenn Truex
Brian fell in love with the 
Visual Arts at an early age 
and has been making 
images most of his life. As 
t i m e g o e s b y, h e i s 
overwhelmed with gratitude 
for the experiences that a 
r i go rous , l i be ra l a r t s 
education provided. The 
freedom to explore multiple 
disciplines and discover his 
natural abilities, and the 
unique opportunity to  study, 
live & work in Europe and 
Asia, continues to nourish 
his growth as an Artist.

HIs experiences abroad 
allowed him to  immerse 

himself in art, culture, mythology, philosophy, music and poetry, 
the inspiration comes from many directions. Yet, his ultimate 
concern and aspirations are constant; to  create works of Art that 
awaken some sense of the Profound Nature of an Imaginative 
Connection to the Universe that renews our relationship with the 
unseen world ~ and the Mystery of existence.

He is honored to share his creative work with you with sincerity 
and thoughtful contemplation.
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Humanity 
oil on panel

12 x 12 inches



Matthew Ivan Cherry
Matthew Ivan Cherry 
is an artist whose 
energies and oeuvre 
f o c u s o n t h e 
depiction of the face, 
head, bust and body.  
His work contributes 
to a dialogue on 
identity, individuality, 
gender, beauty, the 
o rd inary  joe and 
superhero complex 
a n d t h e s e l f i n 
re ference to pop 
c u l t u r e a s h e 

documents random people he connects with in life, on the streets and 
via social media.  

Cherry straddles the worlds of contemporary  art practitioners with 
observational artists interested in figural constructs.  His concepts and 
narratives are integrated and woven with a formal additive/subtractive 
process layering washes, glazes, marks, and drips that are accumulative 
and serve as a summation of documented thoughts, impulses and 
reactions. Balancing representation with abstraction and pure mark 
making…the blend creates a final object with the process integral to the 
purity of its intent.

Cherry received his BFA from Northern Arizona University where he 
began painting as a figural artist exploring domestic narratives.  After 
having received his MFA from The School of the Art Institute of Chicago 
where he attended with the Presidential Fellowship, he set up his studio 
practice and began to exhibit in and around Chicago and the Midwest at 
galleries such as Lyons-Wier, Gescheidle, and fifty-50.  He has taught 
and guest lectured at The School of the Art Institute of Chicago, The 
University  of Chicago, Ox-Bow, The Evanston Art Center, Pennsylvania 
College of Art & Design and the Art Institute of Boston at Lesley 
University.  His solo exhibition at the Pennsylvania College of Art & 
Design debuted his titan-sized nude portraits entitled “someBODIES”. 
He has served as the Dean of English, Fine Arts and Humanities at 
South Suburban College, and the Academic Dean at Pennsylvania 
College of Art & Design.  He is currently serving as a faculty member 
and the Sr. Associate Dean of Academic Affairs at the Art Institute of 
Boston at Lesley  University. His work has been featured in New 
American Paintings Volume #s 35, 47, 59, and 81 and more recently in 
PoetsArtists in the July and Sept issues in 2012.
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Mathew Samuel - Kutztown, PA (RAD–ical series)
Samuel w a Lincolnic + Chin Curtain Samuel w a G Michaels Samuel w a Trident - Fu Manchu +

 Extended Chin Tuft Samuel alla Fidel
oil on canvas 36" x 36” 



Jennifer Moore
Jennifer Moore is a photographer and 
digital artist working in Chicago. She 
has earned both a Bachelor of Arts 
degree (2002) and a Master in Arts 
degree (2005) from Governors State 
U n i v e r s i t y . M o o r e ’ s w o r k , 
autobiographical in nature, is both 
authentic and surreal. Moore regularly 
makes use of symbolism and theatrical 
narrative in her imagery. Her themes 
typically  draw on personal experiences 
rooted in relationships, identity, family, 
birth, death, sexuality, gender roles and 
re l ig ion. Moore explores these 
c o m m o n a l i t i e s t h r o u g h h e r 
photography and digital art to better 
understand humanity, motherhood and 
womanhood. Moore is currently 
Assistant Professor of photography at 
the Illinois Institute of Art, Chicago and 
has lectured at Governors State 
University, Waubonsee College and 
Dona Anna College in New Mexico.

She has exhibited nationally at Masur 
Museum of Art (Monroe, Louisiana), 
Gormley Gallery  (Notre Dame of 

Maryland University, MD), Minneapolis 
Photo Center (Minneapolis, MN), Woman Made Gallery (Chicago, IL), Flowart Space 
(Minneapolis, MN), Zhou B Art Center (Chicago, IL), 33 Contemporary (Chicago, IL), Water 
Street Gallery (Batavia, IL), Union Street Gallery  (Chicago Heights, IL), and Adirondack Lakes 
Center for the Arts (Blue Mountain Lake, NY), and internationally at Artspace 191 in Vienna, 
Austria and the Regional Museum of Natural Science in Turin, Italy.

Moore has been the recipient of several awards including Chicago Art Open Curator’s Choice 
Award (2006), 33 Contemporary Award of Excellence (2011), Adirondack Center for the Arts 
Award of Excellence (2012) and most recently, Water Street Gallery Honorable Mention Artist 
(2013). Jennifer Moore is also an exhibiting artist of 33 Contemporary Gallery in Chicago.
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Incubator (ed. 1/5) 2013
24" x 30" (framed)

Digital Archival Print 
(Photograph)
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motionless or silent, the body || a pattern of air or water ||  taken up by 
absence || its path amassing volume undisturbed by wind, sound, or 
current || even now, or then, as formerly || its effervescence fixed, its 
surface slightly textured || its form distinct  at some remove

shifting unrestricted, flared through sleep, the body || a mood, an 
envelope of air and gesture suspended in air

lifted at the edge of thought || the body is like a stone || polished at the 
crown || sealed in its own sounds || its substance a local measure against 
which value becomes known

and the mind blooms throughout the body || a musicking pulse 
drumming through reeds || and even the body is mind opening the space 
between breath

I sit at the opening, listening, and bring the body into view || what I 
recognize as myself, a constellation of thought, disperses in abstraction

	 the way I hold my jaw, the way I hold my tongue, my bite, my grip, the way I
        hold my breath, my chin, my shoulders, my gait

remain
and beyond || a shingle of wind, lifted up

black birds descend from the trees like a flurry of ash

Duriel E. Harris is the author of 
Drag (Elixir Press, 2003) and 
A m n e s i a c : P o e m s ( S h e e p 
Meadow  Press, 2010). A poet, 
performer, sound artist and scholar, 
Harris holds degrees from Yale 
University and the Graduate 
Creative Writing Program at New 
York University, and a PhD from the 
University of Illinois.  She has been 
awarded grants from the Illinois Arts 
C o u n c i l , t h e C a v e C a n e m 
Foundation, and the Rockefeller 
Brothers Fund and post-doctoral 
residencies at the University of 
Illinois Chicago and the University 
of California, Santa Barbara.  A co-
founder of the Black Took Collective 
and Contributing Editor for Spoon 
River Poetry Review her work has 
appeared in numerous journals and anthologies including A Best of Fence, 
African American Review, Drunken Boat, Encyclopedia, Mandorla, milk, 
Ploughshares, The Ringing Ear, Shampoo and Xcp: Cross Cultural Poetics.  
Appearances include performances at Babylon Cinema (Berlin), The Babel 
Theatre (Beirut, Lebanon), The Blue Note (Poznan, Poland), Links Hall 
(Chicago), The Museum of Contemporary Art (Chicago), The Poetry Project 
(NY), Walker Arts Center (Minneapolis), The Luggage Store Gallery (San 
Francisco), and Poet’s House (NY). Her poetry video Speleology (2011), a 
collaboration with artist Scott Rankin, is an official selection of the 2012 
Zebra Poetry Film Festival (Berlin), the 2012 Visible Verse Poetry Film 
Festival (Vancouver) and the 2011 International Literary Film Festival (New 
York).  Current projects include the AMNESIAC media art project and 
“Thingification,” a solo play in one act.  A MacDowell Colony fellow, Harris is 
a member of Douglas Ewart and Inventions free jazz ensemble.  She is an 
associate professor of English and teaches creative writing, literature, and 
poetics at Illinois State University.

Duriel E. Harris



Stephen Cefalo
Stephen Cefalo was 
born in the hometown of 
A l b r e c h t D u r e r 
(Nurnberg, Germany) on 
the birthday of Winslow 
Homer, Charles Le Brun, 
and Franz Von Stuck, 
and felt a calling from 
e a r l y c h i l d h o o d t o 
b e c o m e a p a i n t e r . 
Stephen and his two 
sisters were raised in 
Newburgh, Indiana by  a 
s i n g l e m o t h e r w h o 
worked full-time at a 

pharmaceutical manufacturing plant. Although he had 
trouble in school he found comfort in drawing. His aunt 
Marilyn gave him oil painting lessons at twelve, and his 
mother bought him books on figure drawing and supplies 
when she found them. 

During his undergraduate studies at the former 
Savannah Campus of the School of Visual Arts Cefalo 
found mentors in Jeff Markowsky and Anthony Palliser. 
When SVA Savannah closed its doors in 1997, he was 
already married with his first child, and moved to the 
main campus in New York. There he studied with one of 
his heroes, Steven Assael, and Max Ginsburg. After 
graduation Stephen continued to study privately with 
Assael while working in Soho as an assistant painter for 
Jeff Koons and later in Time Square as an in-house 
illustrator at Nickelodeon. An eyewitness of the 
September 11th attacks, he decided to move back to 
Indiana shortly  after to return to painting. Stephen 
completed his graduate studies in Painting in 2004 at 
Indiana University in Bloomington. There he worked 
closely  Bonnie Sklarski, who also became a mentor 
figure to him. 

After teaching at the Art Academy of Cincinnati and the 
University  of Arkansas at Little Rock, Stephen currently 
paints full time in Little Rock, Arkansas where he resides 
with his wife, Amy and their six children.  You may find 
more of Cefalo’s work by visiting his official website at 
www.StephenCefalo.com.
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Cattails
oil on canvas

16"x20"

http://www.StephenCefalo.com
http://www.StephenCefalo.com


Denis Peterson
A native New York artist, Denis 
paints fulltime working in thematic 
series.  His paintings have been 
shown at major museums, 
universities and galleries in Los 
Angeles, San Francisco, Santa 
Fe, San Antonio, Miami, Boston, 
New York, Chicago, Milan, Zürich, 
Corsica, Paris and London.

Denis Peterson was among the 
first photorealists to emerge in 
New York during the startup of 

the early movement.  His current 
paintings are best known for their heightened visualized statements of one’s everyday 
surroundings that almost appear to come to life.  

Regardless of subject matter, they all share his signature nuances of altered depths of 
field, color transitions in lighting, mystifying atmospheric perspective, subtle spatial 
illusions, and complex compositions.  

Peterson is widely acknowledged for his groundbreaking work in hyperrealism as an 
evocative art form, a counter-culture splinter art movement embedded in the aesthetic 
principles of photorealism; one which would soon break away from its more traditional 
conventions.  While photorealism emphasized mundane everyday subjects as iconic 
examples of repetitiveness within day-to-day contemporary life; hyperrealism would 
offer an alternate platform for heightened visual realities embedded within recognizably 
decadent cultures and classist societies.

“In his work, Peterson asserts that a man of negligible social status who inhabits the 
lowest stratum of society is just as worthy of having his portrait painted as any titled 
individual or famous person, and, more importantly, just as deserving of having his 
humanity recognized.”
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The illusion of reality in paintings is an aesthetic, one relatively weakened without substantial content.  It is an 
altered reality that can frame an evocative visual statement; in turn eliciting a core response from the viewer.  
Simply stated, creating powerful illusory realities is a basic foundation of this work.  

Each and every painting is individually executed with a distinctly different approach, including painting materials 
used.  Since every new composition offers a unique set of challenges, the various pieces within a particular 
painting series are not redundant in appearance, 

The overall body of work is not concerned with perfection in imagery, nor is it concerned with meticulously 
duplicating photographic images.  The illusion of a photographic image is the means to an end, but not the 
end itself.  As the viewer enters into the work through observation and empathy, an imaginative subjective 
state leads to an infusion with it whereby the end is continually redefined.

Artist Statement

Comin' Back to Me 
gouache paint 
24 x 18 inches



Geraldine Rodriguez

Geraldine Rodriguez is a self-taught art and fashion photographer based in 
Chicago, IL. Her work has been described as conceptual, artistic, entrancing, 
and provocative. Using music as a source of inspiration (she listens to 
everything from The Police to Kanye West), Geraldine helps her models to 
redefine a life experience or story, through visual expression, and captures that 
expression on camera. Geraldine’s innovative process is personal to each 
model and allows her to connect with them beyond the surface. Geraldine 
wants her photography to reveal that although we don’t share the same 
experiences, we are universally connected through human emotion. Her work 
reflects what many choose not to expose…themselves. Geraldine’s work has 
been recently  exhibited at 33 Contemporary Gallery for the Love Apple Exhibit, 
the Zhou B Art Center/33Contemporary Gallery for the Facemask, Progression 
and Centerline 2011 and 2012. Her most recent publication was in PoetsArtists.
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Heaven's Got a Plan for You (Series of Photographs)
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Winter Memoir
 

For years after, I thought it was a dream,

grass and the juniper bush no longer
 
green but sleeved in a bell-ringing white,
 
fading as its flight descended to the earthly
 
pulpits of weather and school, a dark moon 
 
city unprepared for this vision, delivered
 
from photographs of northern lands, or a fable
 
where a girl loves her family enough
 
to stitch them new guises and give her skin

to the service of one, lone wing. Glazed ash, 

true mirage of the concrete tropics – the first 

time I saw snow was in Miami, and I lifted
 
both hands to measure the crook between
 
who survives and who eats the bitter root.
 
Each leaf snapped its glass, the pond froze
 
to a blade reflecting the day. What I saw 

was myself, a forgotten pin, afraid and hoping 

for better. What I heard was here, whole as a book.

Emma Trelles is the author of Tropicalia (University of 
Notre Dame Press, 2011). Winner of the Andrés 
Montoya Poetry Prize and a finalist for ForeWord 
Reviews' poetry  Book of the Year and the chapbook 
Little Spells (GOSS183, 2008). She has been a 
featured reader in the The Poet and the Poem series 
at the Library of Congress, Busboys & Poets in 
Washington D.C., the O, Miami Poetry Festival, the 
Miami Book Fair International, and the Palabra Pura 
series at the Guild Literary  Complex in Chicago. Her 
work has appeared in Terrain.org, PoetsArtists, Best of 
the Net, Verse Daily, The Rumpus, the Sun Sentinel, 
the Miami Herald, Newsday, and others. In 2013, she 
was awarded an Individual Artist Fellowship from the 
Florida Division of Cultural Affairs. She lives with her 
husband in South Florida.

Emma Trelles
                 1977

http://terrain.org/
http://terrain.org/


Brian Busch

Brian was born in Winfield, Illinois.  He attended the American Academy of Art in 
Chicago, with a focus on Illustration and Fine Art.  After graduation Brian became 
a sculptor and mold maker, working in clay, wax and fiberglass. The artist says  
“The years working in a 3 dimensional medium has given me an education on 
form that I find extremely useful in creating paintings with a sense of weight and 
solidity.”  Brian’s return to painting finds him a highly commissioned Portrait 
Painter and Muralist, while also being an accomplished Still Life painter. Brian has 
exhibited in numerous solo and group exhibitions throughout the United States 
and in Germany. The artist’s work has appeared in PoetsArtists  and Blue Canvas.  
Brian remains in Illinois with his wife Kathie.
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Janna
oil on canvas
16 x 20 inches



Jessica Segal

Jessica Segal is a professional 
artist born and raised in the 
Chicago South Suburbs. She 
earned her MA from Eastern Illinois 
University in 2009 and currently 
serves as Director of Union Street 
Gallery in Chicago Heights, IL.  
She has  been paint ing and 
exhibiting for 5 years, and has 
exhibited in several exhibitions 
throughout the Midwest. Her art is 
inspired by consumer culture and 
the consequences it has on 
children as they develop through 
life. The paintings she creates are 
both depictions of  possible (but 
over the top) spoiled little brats, 
and glimpses into the twisted inner 
ego of a fully grown adult. Her 
paintings provoke an interaction 
between the little brat and the viewer. Using a downward angle, she forces 
the viewer into a position of judgment.
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I’ve Thrown Tantrums Before 2013
oil on panel
48x36x2 inches



Reid Compton

Reid Compton is a multimedia journalist in 
Chicago, specializing in still photography, 
film, and web development. He is currently 
interning at Kartemquin Films, a social issue 
documentary production company, and his 
photographs have been published by the 
Chicago Tribune, USA TODAY, Sports 
Illustrated and ESPN. 
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The Boulevard
Medium: Street 
Photography, iPhone 4s

Commute
Medium: Street 
Photography, iPhone 4s

Afternoon Stroll
Medium: Street 
Photography, iPhone 4s

Morning
Medium: Street 
Photography, iPhone 4s

Summer
Medium: Street 
Photography, iPhone 4s

Poise
Medium: Street 
Photography, iPhone 4s



Javier Chavira

Javier Chavira is an artist who has no 
misgivings about creating images that 
straddles the line between realism and 
abstraction. He is as much at home with 
the technical rigor of academic tradition 
and the liberating nature of formalism. A 
prolific artist, Javier has exhibited 
nationally and internationally and his work 
is in numerous public and private 
collections. Aside from being an active 
artist, Javier is also an educator. He is an 
Associate Professor of Painting and 
Drawing at Governors State University, 
Illinois, a position he’s held since 2003. 
Javier is represented by 33 Contemporary 
Gallery, Chicago and currently resides in 
Crown Point, Indiana with his wife Sarah 
and their daughter Paloma. 
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Indiana 2013
Disparate Unit Sequence 
Mixed Media 
22 x 22 inches each
66 x 110 inches as shown



Ryan Shultz

Ryan Shultz received his bachelor’s degree from 
The American Academy of Art in 2005, and his 
M.F.A. from Northwestern University in 2009. 
Shultz’s work deals primarily with youth culture 
and the “cult of excess,” depicting scenes of 
intoxication and drug use, alienation and ecstasy. 
These works embrace the art historical canon, 
borrowing compositional devices, technical 
processes, poses and gestures from classical 
painting. Shultz is equally influenced by popular 
culture, film and the fashion world, referencing 
this imagery in the subject matter and scenarios 
that he creates.

Photo of Ryan Shultz by Taylor Castle
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Mateo and Maro 2013
oil on linen
30" x 30"
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Receiving First Honors in the Portrait Society of America’s 2011 
International Portrait Competition as well as a Certificate of Excellence the 
previous year, Casey has received international notoriety and recognition 
for his work and is collected both publicly and privately. Born in Powell, WY, 
Casey had a passion for creating art from an early age. But it wasn’t until 
he attended Northwest College and studied with John Giarrizzo  that he 
gained a strong desire to be a painter. After Northwest, he continued his 
education at Brigham Young University in Provo, UT where he graduated 
with a Bachelor of Arts degree. And after a ten-year stint as a graphic 
designer, more training followed with an apprenticeship alongside 
renowned portrait painter William Whitaker. Casey is currently a full-time 
artist, working from his north-lit studio designed after those of the old 
masters. Casey and his wife, Amanda along with their sons Evan, Owen, 
and Cameron, currently live in Utah.

Casey Childs

Unveil
oil on linen

18 x14 inches
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Before the son was born, his smell emanated. I immediately began to 
collect the smell of the son & store it away. After the son was born, his 
smell was everywhere, and I diligently collected as much of the smell as I 
could, stockpiling it. The son grew and grew, of course, and the smell also 
expanded, morphed, and became more prolific and profound. In other 
words, the smell of the son becomes the smells of the son as he ages. I 
had to store them creatively, the smells. I monitored the son constantly, 
checking for new smells. Sometimes it was difficult to distinguish a new 
smell from the existing smells, but I trained for this and followed the son 
diligently. Then suddenly there were too many smells of the sun. I could 
neither extract nor store all of the smells of the son, as the son was 
producing smells to rapidly. I catalogued what I could and stored as many 
of the smells of the son as was humanly (and humanely) possible, but I 
grew despondent because I was unable to keep all of the smells of the 
son. The others could tell that I was unstable at this point, that failing to 
store all of the smell of the son wore heavily upon me. I was emotional, 
volatile. I spent all hours around the son, but he had become mobile and 
cagey and knew how to avoid me, his smells dissipating, coming and 
going without me there to collect and document them. What happens 
when a smell does not exist anymore, when it disappears? A smell is 
impermanent unless harvested, catalogued, tagged, boxed, and stored 
away carefully. Even the others knew this or, at least, claimed to when I 
contacted them, but they could not answer my fearful querying about the 
smells of the son. The others, suspicious that I might harm the son to get 
at his myriad smells, intervened and reported me. Apparently, stockpiling 
the smells of the son was illegal. I had violated not only the son in 
collecting his smells but also the others in stockpiling and cataloguing it. 
They told me the son was to be raised, to rise, apart from the smells of 
the son. And that I was responsible for this. Even amid their entreaties, all 
I could think of were wasted smells—the smells of the son coming and 
going, smells existing briefly and then nevermore, smells going dark, 
going quiet, hiding interstitially all over. Despite being profoundly 

depressed and, at the recommendation of others, highly medicated, I 
began to think differently about the smells of the son. Perhaps these were 
not for me only to enjoy. Perhaps others would want access to the smells 
of the son to purchase them, or failing that, to research the smells of the 
son alongside me or instead of me. The son, in all likelihood, would live 
longer than me, creating and emanating new smells long after I was 
around to experience them. Why deprive others of the opportunity to 
smell the smell of the son, when all I would want is for the son’s smell to 
live eternally? I’ll admit now, of course, that some were willing to pay 
dearly for the smells of the son, both what I had already saved and also to 
be privileged in extracting the smells directly from the son. If I couldn’t 
enjoy the smells of the son, it pacified me to know others could instead.

What I did not anticipate was how angry the son would be to have others 
continue to monitor and extract his smells. The son blamed me and 
before long what was between the son and me deteriorated to nil. It was 
dark for me, and being medicated or speaking to someone about what 
had transpired over the smell of the son did nothing to allay feeling darkly 
and dully about everything. It was as though I could only feel 
secondhand, as if to feel was to hear it reported cooly. I walked around 
the corner and there was the son, staring right through me, looking evil, 
possessed by something otherworldly. He approached me and pounced 
upon me, stabbing relentlessly. There was little I could do but endure. He 
stabbed me repeatedly and without mercy. When the son realized that 
even then I was trying to smell the smells of the son, he stabbed me 
viciously and repeatedly in where I smelled until I expired, completely 
disfigured and hideously transformed. I can tell you, the precise smell of 
the son was so glorious as he stabbed me. The smell was fearless and 
transcendent, crystalline, concentrated, and pure. The rich smell lit up 
everything around us, its perfume contrasting with my rank putrescence. I 
was permeated by these smells. There was no shielding the contrasting 
smells even as I drifted away.

Steve Halle
Olfactory Reference Syndrome

Steve Halle lives and writes in Normal, IL. He is the author of Map of the Hydrogen World, the editor of Seven Corners(7C), and the 
director of co•im•press. He is the assistant director of the English Department's Publications Unit at Illinois State University.
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Born in Edmonton, Canada, painter Tim 
Okamura earned a B.F.A. with Distinction at the 
Alberta College of Art and Design in Calgary, 
Canada before moving to New York City to 
attend the School of Visual Arts in 1991. After 
graduating with an M.F.A. in 1993, Okamura 
relocated to Brooklyn, New York, where he 
continues to live and work. 

His artwork has been exhibited in the National 
Portrait Gallery in London, England; galleries 
throughout the U.S. and Canada; and is 
included in the permanent collection of the 
Davis Museum in Massachusetts, as well as the 
private collections of celebrity clients such as 
John Mellencamp, Uma Thurman, and Ahmir 
“Questlove” Thompson. 

Tim Okamura



Zhou B Art Center is the brainchild of internationally acclaimed contemporary artists and brothers Shan Zuo 
and Da Huang Zhou. Originally from China, the Zhou Brothers settled in Bridgeport over two decades ago and 
recognized an opportunity to  revitalize the arts community in this South Side Chicago neighborhood. In 2004 
and with the direction of Michael Zhou, their vision came to life by way of the Zhou B Art Center - an 87,000 
square ft. cultural and arts epicenter linking Chicago artists to the international arts community.

Zhou B remains committed to cultivating the local arts community and establishing the center as a global 
destination for art collectors and enthusiasts. A welcome addition to the cultural landscape of Chicago, the 
Zhou B Art Center is an exhibition space for diverse collections of works from local and international artists, 
and an important bridge between the art communities on the north and south of Chicago.

The Zhou B Art Center provides galleries, studio spaces, and a collaborative creative environment to a thriving 
community of talented artists. The primary purpose of the Zhou B Art Center is to nurture the creativity and 
growth of its nearly 50 resident artists. Just recently, it launched Art Centered, a magazine to promote and 
support the works of resident artists, by connecting them to the greater Chicago arts community.

The Center is also home to the most thought-provoking and cutting edge exhibitions in the city. On the Third 
Friday of each month, the Center host a free exhibition and open studio event where families can explore its 
main exhibitions, and resident artist’s galleries and studios. This event is the perfect opportunity for 
Chicagoans and tourists to support the local and international artists who, with the Zhou Brothers, are leading 
a new-art renaissance in Bridgeport.

The Zhou B. Art Center is also a unique event space for various artistic, cultural and philanthropic causes.
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Zhou B Art
www.zhoubartcenter.com
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